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This paper seeks to identify and discuss some areas  for 
action, analysis and research to achieve more of the potential under 
existing canal irrigation in India. 
The distribution of water i s  something of a gap in knowledge 
and professional expertise. In seeking ways of improving water 
distribution, the outlet i s  pivotal, standing a s  it usually does a t  the 
boundary between irrigation bureaucracy and farmers. Cne path to 
higher productivity and greater  equity in water distribution may be 
through three complementary measures: (i) main system management 
to deliver through the ont1et.a predetermined steady flow a t  predeter- 
mined times; (ii) some form of warabandi below the outlet; and 
(iii) a aeasur ing  device a t  the outlet that can be understood by farmers  
and which enables them to monitor the water they receive. 
Cn many canal systems, higher productivity and greater 
equity entail induced scarcity of water a t  outlets in order that available 
water can be spread more widely. Assessment of scarcity and of the 
organisation needed to manage i t  must take account of non-canal 
sources of water, and of night irrigation with canal water. Scarcity 
of canal water may be offset through increasing the steadiness and 
predictability of the supply. Steadiness and predictability of supply 
should make it easier  for farmers  to organise to distribute water and 
maintain channels, and for conflict to be reduced between irr igators 
and between irrigator groups. 
A bove the outlet, improved main systein management can be 
sought through developing and enhancing professional interest and 
rewards, supported by better understanding of the constraints and 
disincentives faced by staff, including low-level staff. Another way 
forward is through encouraging and enabling farmers  to organise to 
extend their influence and managem-ent upwards into the system above 
the outlet, and to articulate interests and demands from below. Such 
organisation should make it l ess  difficult for irrigation staff to reconcile 
political pressures, especially where redistribction of water means that 
one group must lose. A t this stage, however, the most practical way 
forward may be to concentrate on seeking ways in which all, o r  almost 
all, farmers  can gain from redistribution. To find such ways requires 
new forms of multi-disciplinary investigation addressing new questions. 
Three pervasive themes in finding ways to achieve more of the 
potential of canal irrigation a r e  first,  raising the professional status and 
satisfaction of those who manage water distribution, second, encouraging 
a l l  concerned to be more interdisciplinary, and third, field research on 
what actually happens to water, including who gets what, when, how, why 
and with what consequences. 
CANAL IRRIGATIGN &LANAGENLENT IN INDIA: 
SOLE AREAS FOE ACTICN. ANALYSIS A N D  EESEARCH~ 
Potential and Purpose 
The unrealised potential of existing canal irrigation sys  terns 
in India is widely recognised. Lectures, papers, speeches, reports,  
statistics - presented by political leaders, senior offici.als, researchers 
and other informed observers, representing between them a range of 
disciplines and long and deep experience - have emphasised the scope 
there seems to be for bringing the benefits of irrigation to larger a reas  
and more farmers, and for distributing and delivering the water in a 
manner that will be more cost-effective, productive, equitable and 
environmentally stable. This potential varies by zone and by project. 
I t  is  perhaps least under the tightly managed canal irrigation of 
Northwest India (Nlalhotra forthcoming) where s t r ic t  rotations a r e  
practised both above and below the outlet. But taking India as a whole, 
one estimate is that only about one half of the officially estimated 
utilized hectarage under canal irrigation is  effectively irrigated, the 
r e s t  receiving only errat ic and partial irrigation a t  best (Seckler 1981:10). 
Whether this estimate is exact, high o r  low, the potential for  additional 
cropped a rea  probably rcns into millions of hectares per year and the 
potential for additional food production linked with improved management 
should be a matter of a t  least several  million tons per annum. 
This paper seeks to identify and discuss a reas  for action, 
analysis and research to achieve more of this potential. The sequence 
1 I action, analysis and research" is  deliberate, since research and 
analysis can delay action, and so  much action (in improving the 
distribution of water on main systems, in introducing warabandi- 
type rotations, in rehabilitating and modernising structures, and 
in training irrigation staff, etc.) is already taking place and has a 
growing n~.om.entum. Analysis and research can contribute to the 
content and direction of action, and a r e  often most useful where it  
is the action itself and its 'effects which a r e  analysed. 
1 F o r  u se fd  detailed comments on the f irst  version of this paper I an: 
grateful to Robert Wade. 
Criteria and Definitions 
Criteria for &od irrigation management in the distribution 
and delivery of water a r e  taken to be: 
productivity of water and other scarce  resources 
equity in their distribution, including a fair  deal for 
tailenders, and other disadvantaged people 
stability of infrastructure, environment and production 
low cost 
The trade-offs between these cri teria pose problems of measurement 
and judgement. Methods for quantifying and comparing productivity 
and equity have been devised by Lenton (1981) but not yet used. 
Other terms in this paper a r e  best defined for the sake of c1arit:y: 
1 1  canal irrigation" re fe rs  to major and medium irrigation in India 
I I chak" r e f e r s  to the a rea  under command below an outlet 
I I communal" refers  to an irrigation system in which water is 
not supplied through outlets fro-rn a larger canal system 
but from a local source, with the timing and amount of 
water distribution determined by irrigators 
1 1  
management" has three senses: 
the management of natural resources, especially water 
management 
the inanagem.ent of people, both within bureaucracies 
and members of the public 
the management of information and controls 
I f  
main systemu refers to canal irrigation and includes the water 
source, headworks, canals, branch canals, distributaries 
and minors down to the outlet. It also refers to drains 
below the chak 
I I outlet" refers  to the structure through which water passes, 
usually from a distributary o r  minor, into field channels 
which supply far:nersl fields. It often corresponds with 
the point a t  which water : i~oves from the control of an 
Irrigation Department to that of fa rmers  and farmers1 
groups 
I 1  
warabandi" is a system of equitable water distribution by 
turns according to a pre-determined schedule specifying 
the day, time and duration of supply to each irrigator in 
proportion to landl~oldings in the outlet command" 
(Singh 1980: 46) 
11 predictable" means coming at times and in amounts known 
about in advance 
11 
steadyu means with a constant o r  near constant flow 
11 timely1' means a t  a time desired by farmers  and productive 
for their crops. 
Scope and Caveats 
Some of the limitations of this paper -are  best stated: 
i. i t  i s  concerned with canal irrigation in which water is  distributed 
to farmers1 fields by a combination of a bureaucracy and of farmers  
therriselves. It i s  not directly concerned with corr:m.unals or ,with 
srr,a 11- scale lift irrigation. 
ii. the orientation is  largely that of an undifferentiated social scientist. 
There  a r e  many vital engineering, hydrological, soils, and 
agronomic aspects of a l l  the topics discussed, which a r e  not 
covered, not least the crucial significance of the physical 
structures of distribution systems and of agronomic conditions. 
iii. generalisation about canal irrigation is difficult. It is te-mpting to 
study one system o r  a few, and then generalise. There are ,  
however, great differences between systems, in terms not least 
of scale and of relative scarcity and abundance of water. If there 
is one c lear  lesson emerging, it is that each system is  unique in 
i ts  combination of resources, structures, institctions, procedures, 
conventions, problems and opportunities. Even if the universe 
taken i s  only India, o r  only one State within India, generalisation 
is  often precarious. 
iv. much of the evidence cited i s  from Iadia, but there i s  still  a dearth 
of Indian and other published material on most of the topics 
discussed. Many assertions should therefore be treated a s  
tentative. 
The Water Distribution Gar, 
Irrigation s ,  stems can be seen to include four domains: first, 
the physical (structures, channels, fields, soils); second, the biological 
(especially the growth of crops); third, the human and econonlic (including 
both irrigation staff and farmers and their households, household 
economies, institutions, and behaviour); and fourth, centrally, pervading 
and linking the other three, water itself and its distribution. The f irst  
two domains - physical and biological - have been and continue to be 
extensively studied by irrigation engineers, agricultural engineers, 
agronomists and soils scientists. The third, human and economic, 
domain has until recently been less-mxCmitied(except from within the 
concerned irrigation organisations), with rather little researched a b o ~ ~ t  
irrigation bureaucracy and staff, and about irrigators'  organisations 
and behaviour in the chak. The fourth domain, water, has been 
examined in detail in some of its hydrological aspects, but the actual 
distribution and delivery of irrigation water, from headworks to the 
crop in the field, has not received major attention a s  a subject. 
The relative neglect of water distribution and delivery as a 
subject i s  surprising until one reflects on some of the reasons. Many 
1.. biases influence what aspects of irrigation receive professional a t t en t io~ .  
F i r s t ,  practitioners and researchers  alike a r e  directed to certain aspects 
of irrigation by their trairiing and preferences. The point'has often beer! 
made that engineers a r e  trained in construction, and to a lesser  extent 
maintenance, but not much in operation of canal sys te~ns;  that sociologists 
and social anthropologists a r e  trained to make studies a t  the village level, 
and to examine communities rather than bureaucracies; that economists 
a r e  preoccupied with inputs, outputs, costs, benefits and prices; and 
that other disciplines - agricultural engineering, agronomy, social 
anthropology, and s o  on - al l  have their central concerns and correspond- 
ing blinkers. There i s  no discipline for  which the distribution and 
delivery of water on canal irrigation systems is a primary focus. 
1 But there is a growing literature. See especially Bottrall 198 lc,  
K. K. Singh 1980, and papers by Wade. 
For  an elaboration of some of these points, s e e  Eottrall 1981b. 
Chambers 1978, and Wade and Chambers 1980. 
Second, most discipline s prefer to study what can readily be  
counted; but water i s  maddening to measure: it is devious, clnstable and 
elusive - it does not just flow, it also seeps, percolates, evaporates, 
transpires, escapes in drains, and is unpredictably added to and 
subtracted from environrr~ents by climatic change. A s  though this 
were not enough, the difficulty of measuring it is aggravated by its 
movement a l l  round the clock, including the night. N o t  surprisingly, 
those who t ry  to measure it become preoccupied with methodology, 
leaving little time o r  energy over for other investigations, o r  for 
relating findings to a broader picture. 
Third, there a r e  spatial biases in analysis of canal irrigation: 
analysis tends either to s ta r t  with the water source - a r i ve r  o r  catch- 
ment, a diversion weir o r  reservoir,  and sees  the system from the top- 
down; o r  it  s t a r t s  from crop water requirements and farmers '  fields 
and sees  the system from the bottom up. The difficulty is  that these two 
approaches - of supply and demand respectively - may never meet. In 
between lies the great gap - of water distribution and appropriation 
across  the spaces of the irrigation system. 
Finally, irrigation water i s  valuable. Competition for it leads 
into political economy, and questions of who gets what, how, why and with 
what costs and benefits, a sphere which some a r e  neither trained nor 
eager to enter, but which is vital for understanding and changing actual 
human behaviour and performance. 
It is precisely because the domains of human organisation and 
of the distribution and delivery of canal irrigation water have been 
relatively neglected that they now promise some 05 the largest gains in 
trying to achieve the objectives of productivity, equity, stability and 
low cost, realising more of the potential of canal irrigation. 
The Outlet as Pivot 
If we abjure conventional analysis from the top down o r  from 
the bottom up, and instead examine water distribution from the centre 
outwards, the obvious place to s ta r t  is  the outlet. In the words of 
S. P. Malhotra, writing of Northwest India, 
' 1  An outlet is the masonry structure through which 
water i s  admitted from the government distributary 
into a farmer 's  watercourse. It is the border where 
the State management ends and the farmer 's  manage- 
ment starts .  I t  ac ts  a s  a water-measuring device and 
hence i s  a subject of great interest to both the govern- 
ment and the farmer.  Under the warabandi system it 
plays a vital role in distributing water and its working 
can be called the cornerstone of the entire distribution 
I I 
system. 
(iVlalhotra, forthcoming, Ch 4) 
If the outlet i s  a cornerstone, it l ies in a no man's land. 
It i s  situated below the traditional major concerns of engineering 
with larger structures, and above those of other disciplines such a s  
agronomy concerned with crop growth, agricultural extension 
concerned with the farmer  and the farm level, and sociology concerned 
with irrigation corn-munities. Fo r  economists i t  is also list  to sight - 
s o ~ e w h e r e  between the inputs into the larger  system (capital and 
operating costs) and the outputs from agriculture (revenue, returns 
to the farmers, returns to the economy). For  ru ra l  development 
tourists (departmental officials, aid agency staff, academic 
researchers on short ru ra l  visits) there i s  s o  much else that i s  
more visible and interesting (headworks, storage reservoirs,  
large canals and control structures a t  one end, and fields, farmers  
ar_d crops a t  the other). The hurrible outlet goes unseen; o r  if seen, 
it is only noticed a t  one point of time and the adequacy, fluctuations 
and predictability of flows through it  a r e  not visible. 
It lies too on an administrative and social boundary. It is  
a t  o r  beycnd the limit to which irrigation engineers and their staffs 
extend their detailed control. It i s  also often the official border 
between the Irrigation Department on the main system and the 
Corr~mand A rea  Development Authority which, like most new organisations, 
had to establish itself on unoccupied territory and which it  found below 
the outlet. The fringe status of the ou.tlet may even be $eflected in 
budget discussions about rehabilitating structures when it  may not be 
clear whether upgrading outlets fails under the budget for "above the 
outlett' o r  that for "below the outlet". It can be seen, too, . a s  a sor t  
of border post through which a commodity of value passes from one 
jurisdiction to another. 
The outlet has, too, a pivotal position in proposals to improve 
the productivity and equity of water distribution. A llowances must be 
made for local conditions, but there i s  a weight of informed professional 
opinion (expressed for  example a t  the Conference on Warabandi for 
Irrigated Agriculture in India in April 1980 (Singh 1980)) that tighter 
distribution and rotation of water supplies both above and below the 
outlet a r e  required. Programmes and proposals based on this 
consensus have various names and forms, including Integrated 
Water lVtanagenPient ( I W )  (A l i  1980), hotational Water S ~ p p l y  (RWS), 
, and Rotational Water Distribu.tion (EWD). A recent definition of lRWD is  
11 
. . .a system of water control designed to deliver to 
each individual farmer  in the command a rea  of an 
irrigation project a proportionate share of the total 
amount of available water in a reliable way. By 
proportionate share  it i s  implied that each farmer 
receives the same amount of water per unit a rea  and 
by reliable supply that the water i s  received at fixed 
ti-xes and in fixed amounts known in advance by each 
farmer. II 
(Roberto Lenton, personal 
comrr:unication) 
This objective i s  exceedingly difficult to achieve unless three conditions 
a r e  met: 
- management of the ;main system to deliver through the 
outlet a predetermined steady flow a t  predetermined t i d e s  
- timed rotation below the outlet to supply fixed amounts of 
water a t  the fixed times to each fa rmer  
- a measuring device a t  the outlet which enables both 
farmers and irrigation staff to monitor the amount of 
water being delivered and received. 
These preconditions direct our attention to three aspects of 
water distribution and delivery: below the outlet and within the chak; 
above the outlet, through main system and across  the 
outlet, connecting farmers  and their demands and irrigation staff and 
their responses. 
Below the Gutlet 
Conditions and practices of water distribution below the 
outlet cannot be discussed sensibly without distinguishing different 
conditions. A s  Bottrall has pointed out (1981b), studies a t  the 
community o r  chak level have been subject to biases internationally, 
with a predominance of attention to small  rice-growing communals 
in semi-humid Southeast A sia. The lessons from these studies may 
o r  may not apply to other conditions and areas,  for example to the 
conditions of chaks on the huge irrigation systems of the Gangetic 
basin. Two contrasts stand out here a s  general prob1e:ns. 
The first  is the difference between a communal and a chak. 
The water supply on a communal comes from nature in the form of 
rainfall, runoff, o r  r iver  flow, and i s  usually supplied o r  stored by 
m a m a d e  s t ruc t t~res  under the control of the community. Ni easures 
to improve that water supply in quantity and reliability may be seen 
to entail propitiation of tne A lrnighty o r  physical works by the corrlrr~unit~r 
o r  both. In contrast, the water supply to a chak outlet on a large canal 
irrigation system, though depending on nature to a degree (in the form 
of rainfall, r iver flow, and runoff to supply the system a s  a whole) i s  
controlled and allocated, deliberately o r  by default, by people - the 
staff of the irrigation bureaucracy. In addition to the three fundamental 
tasks of water allocation, system maintenance, and conflict management 
which Coward (1980:19) has described and which a r e  found in communals, 
chak irrigators may also organise (as Wade 1979 has shown for a canal 
in Andhra Pradesh) to ra ise  funds, to post guards higher up the canal, ancl 
to induce irrigatinn staff and influential persons to assure  o r  augment 
their water supply. 
The second difference concerns relative water scarcity. 
There may be two polar conditions in which organisation for the 
distribution of water within a communal or chak will be minimal. 
At one pole, the water supply (irrigation plus rainfall) is  abundant 
and relatively reliable, as perhaps usually on humid and semi-humid 
communals and on the head reaches of much Indian canal irrigation. 
In these conditions, field to field irrigation with paddy may make the 
most sense. Organisation is less  needed because water i s  adequate 
and accessible. At the other pole, water supply i s  scarce  and 
unreliable, a s  on semi-arid and arid comn-unals, and on the tail 
ends of many canal systems. Water quantity and reliability may 
then be below a threshold a t  which it becomes feasible and worthwhile 
to attempt to organise its distribution systematically o r  equitably. 
The situation with which we a r e  concerned lies between these 
poles. The familiar reasoning is  as follows. There a r e  canal systems, 
it  i s  true, where water is abundant in relation to commandable land; 
but on most canal systems there i s  more land potentially under cornmand 
than there i s  water to irr igate it. In the common syndrome (outside 
Northwest India and parts of the deltas), farmers  in the headreaches - 
of canals, branch canals, distributaries, and minors, and of chaks 
themselves - receive abundant and sometimes excessive water, and 
the corresponding tailenders receive water that is both unreliable 
and inadequate. This presents an opportunity t6 achieve higher 
productivity, equity and stability through the redistribution of water 
from heads to tails. In Kellerfs  expression, the physical objective 
of an irrigation project can be seen a s  "to stretch the water like a 
membrane uniformly over the intended command area" (1981:4). 
This leads to the question which will be increasingly important, 
and increasingly asked, of how large the commanded area  should 
be. In order to judge answers to that question, the trade-offs for  
farmers  and for the economy between quantity, timing, steadiness 
and predictability of water supply will need to be better understood, 
a task particularly for farming system- agricultural economists. The 
optimal condition will be one of induced scarcity, where farmers  
receive less  through the outlet than they would like, but where 
timing, steadiness and predictability of supply compensate partly, 
fully, o r  more than fully, for the lower quantity. 
But whether a restricted but t irnely, steady and predictable 
water supply a t  the chak outlet results in higher production and 
improved equity and stability will depend on the way the water i s  
distributed within the chak. If headreach farmers  in the chak take 
all they wish, the outcome may be that they cultivate thirsty crops 
like paddy, and others a t  the tail grow nothing, o r  only low value 
drought-tolerant crops. On the other hand, with a steady and 
predictable water supply, warabandi in one of its forms is possible. 
In that case, a larger a rea  may be irrigated, a d  farmers  can 
decide for themselves what crops to grow with the fixed amounts 
and timings of water they receive. 
The benefits from such rotations within the chak a r e  quite 
widely asserted a s  follows, but a r e  best put with questions which 
research can verify or  qualify, case  by case: 
a. productivity. Farmers  who know what scarce  water they will 
receive and when they will receive it, tend to adopt higher- 
yielding practices: to grow crops with a higher value to water , 
ratio; to plant higher-yielding varieties; and to use complemeniary 
inputs like fertiliser and pesticides. To what extent does this 
occur? With what private profitability and thus incentives to 
what sorts of farmers?  
b. equity. Warabandi is designed for more equitable distribution 
of water. To what extent does this in practice occur? What 
a r e  the actual a s  opposed to theoretical water distribution 
practices within the chak? 
c. maintenance. Farrcers receiving large amounts of water have 
little incentive to maintain field ditches. Similarly, fa rmers  
receiving irregular and inadequate supplies may not feel it  
worth investing their time and energy in maintenance when 
.they cannot be sure  they will benefit from it. In contrast, 
farmers  who a r e  assured of a small bu.t predeterinined amount 
of water will be anxious to maintain ditches so that they receive 
it  with minimum losses en route. Does this in fact occur? 
d. diminished conflict within the chak. Is  conflict between farmers  
restrained by a precise, clearly understood, and legitimated 
system of turns by time? The tension between farmers  may 
be there, but does this act  to make the system work, since 
the sanctions for default may be intense? Does this make 
incidents less  common and arbitration less important? 
e. diminished conflict between chaks. Does a warabandi system 
diminish conflict between chaks and between different geogra- 
phical a reas  on a canal system, and if s o  in what circumstances? 
f. less  interference and poaching. On the Pochampad, (Shreerarna- 
sagar) Project in A ndhra Pradesh, interference with water and 
poaching has been reduced following the introduction of warabandi 
(A li 1980). Is this a general experience? 
Rhore needs to be known about the relationship between these 
benefits and the adequacy, timeliness, steadiness and predictability of 
the water supply a t  the outlet. On Pochampad, where the outlet supply 
has evidently been steady, these benefits have been reported (see e. g. 
Hassan 198 1). On part of Mahi-Kadana in Gujarat, however, the flow 
through an outlet where warabandi had been set  up was observed to 
vary between l e s s  than 0.5 cusecs and 2 cusecs in the course of a 
day.l This meant that allocation of quantity of water by time was 
impossible, and farmers  presumably took what water they wanted, 
before allowing the flow to pass on to the next person. This ra ises  
the question of what methods of distribution a r e  and can be used 
where the water supply through the outlet i s  not steady and predict- 
able enough for warabandi. In South India, where common irr igators 
distribute water for paddy, there i s  a concept of "adequate wettingis 
for fields: each field is adequately wetted by whatever flow i s  
available, before the flow is  passed on to the next one (personal 
communication, Robert Wade). With this method, a s  water becomes 
scarcer,  tighter organisation may be instituted. Wade ( 1979: 10) has 
described a village in A ndhra Pradesh where the village irrigation 
committee started a  more formal ros ter  for  the sequence in which 
lands were to be given water, in response to scarcity and to the 
introduction of rotations on the distributary: it was necessary to 
ensure that when irrigation resumed after  a rotational break, the 
' Personal  communication from Wayne Clyma, T. K. Jayaraman, 
Max Lowdermilk, and Barry  Iaelson. 
f irst  fields to get water would be those not irrigated during the previous 
period rather than those closest to the outlet. There is much to be 
investigated and learnt here. Comparisons of benefits from different 
matchings of 
outlet water supply characteristics 
cropping patterns (especially the paddy - non-paddy contrast) 
types and degree of chak o r  village organisation 
methods of water allocation within chaks 
would now be useful, not least to verify o r  refute the current wisdom 
that a steady and predictable flow is a precondition for high levels of 
benefits. 
If such benefits from a steady and predictable flow a r e  
assumed, then some conjectures can be expressed in the form of a table: 
U and U = unsteady and unpredictable 
S and P = steady and predictable 
H = high L = low &A = Naedium 
Fa rmers  perceive 
quantity of water as 
Quantity of water through 
the outlet is 
nature of water delivery 
to the outlet 
timed rationing feasible 
productivity of water 
equity in i ts  distribution 
maintenance by fa rmers  
harmony within the chak 
harmony between chaks 
(1) With an abundant supply of water, it is  assumed that paddy i s  grown 
with field to field irrigation. Strictly speaking, timed rationing i s  































Any investigation of these relationships should include other 
sources of water, and the slack, surplus o r  cushioning in the systenl. 
Elumalai ( 1980) found no farmersr  irrigation organisation on the 
P a r a m b i k ~ l a ~  -A liyar Project where many farmers  had alternative 
sources of water in wells and s o  did not have to rely heavily on canal 
irrigation. There is usually, if not always, some slack o r  surplus, 
even where water is scarce. Even the tight warabandi of Earyana, 
with its seven day rotation within the chak, has an eighth day of flow 
in distributaries and branches to allow for transmission time and to 
ensure that tail  end chaks receive their full seven days; and this 
means that chaks a t  the heads of distributaries receive more than 
the seven days of water. l A gain, the tight distributary management 
on Pochampad allows 10 per cent extra a s  a safety factor. But it i s  
night flows which a r e  often the largest slack. F o r  reasons of 
convenience, low visibility and even safety, they have been little 
studied. Yet night flows often seem to represent a major waste of 
water. Gn Pochampad, a few chaks have a warabandi a t  night, but 
for most the night water simply flows through the chak to be used by 
anyone or no one. On part  of the Upper Ganga, fa rmers  a r e  reluctant 
to take their turns at night because illicit extractions upstream 
diminish the night flow and they get less  water (Personal corr,munica- 
tion, D. Tyagi). Night flows may also be linked with paddy cultivation 
(which may o r  may not be a good use of water) as Elumalai has found 
on Parambikulam-A liyar: 
I 1  Since irrigating the dry crops during night time i s  considered 
not advisable, the flow in the channel during night time i s  
mostly diverted to wet lands raising paddy and no rotational 
system is followed. The distribution of water during nights 
is either based on mutual adjustments o r  influence of the 
head reachers/ tail  enders" 
(Elumalai 1980: 18. His emphasis) 
F o r  field research, night irrigation is one of the next black boxes to be  
opened up. 
A research priority below the outlet is  participant-observation 
of a social anthropological sor t  to find out what happens to water in the 
chak, and who gets how much, when, how, why and with what results. 
This, coupled with study of the institutions and interactions a t  the chak 
level, should shed light on relationships between quantity, timeliness, 
steadiness and predictability of supply a t  the outlet, and benefits 
1 F o r  detailed discussion see  Reidinger 1980 and Td] alhotra (forthcoming,). 
through productivity, .equity, maintenance, and reduced conflict. . 
Such studies would investigate the fit between the theory of warabandi 
and other methods of rotation, and the practice. There is a danger 
that warabandi will be seized upon a s  a panacea for a l l  conditions and 
on a massive scale without such insights. It may o r  may not be such 
a panacea. The Training and Visit system of agricultural extension 
(Benor and Harrison 1977) may provide a parallel. It has been 
introduced in most Indian States and in many countries in the world. 
Its benefits may be large, but there has never, to my knowledge, been 
feedback from an evaluation with the bottom-up view of a person living 
in a village and observing the behaviour of staff and farmers  over a 
season o r  more. In the case of new warabandi, the benefits from 
knowing just what happens to water under the outlet might be very 
high. A number of careful, detailed and sensitive studies might 
reveal opportunities for improving warabandi, the way it i s  
introduced, and i ts  adaptation to local circumstances. Otherwise 
warabandi in new a reas  may become a mythical solution, supposed 
to happen, said (by staff and farmers  to visitors) to happen, but not 
actually happening, o r  happening in some different manner: The 
challenge i s  to bring theory and practice together. To do that, the 
reality must be known. 
A bove the Outlet: 
a. distribution on the main svstem 
Which outlets get water, and how much they get, when, 
and with what steadiness and predictability, depends on how water 
is  managed on the main system. There  a r e  here two potentials for 
raising productivity, equity and stability. 
The f irst  is to redistribute water so that topends (which 
may suffer from over- irrigation, waterlogging and salinity) get 
less, and tailends get more. Such redistribution depends on there 
being adequate physical structures. Recent experiences in A ndhra 
Fradesh suggest that even with present structures o r  with only 
minor rehabilitation, much water can be so redirected. Fo r  
example, following some structural upgrading and the introduction 
of a simple rotation between outlets on some majors on Nagarjuna- 
sagar Right Bank Canal, some 3,400 additional hectares received 
irrigation water for the f i rs t  time for many years in kharif 1980' 
(personal communication, M . Narayana). Similarly, on the Vanti- 
velagala Distributary on the Tungabhadra Project, in kharif 1980, 
a redistribution of water from head to tail is reported, in spite of 
l ess  water being available than in 1979, to have led to a r i se  in 
irrigated acreage from 3 61 to 560 (CA DD, A P, 1981: 13). 
The second potential l ies in the complicated and challenging 
task of ensuring an adequate, timely, steady and predictable supply to 
outlets. This may require new o r  modified structures, especially on 
distributaries and minors, together with careful measurements and 
planning of times and amounts of supply. Nlinors and distributaries 
vary in the rotations they permit and each minor and distributary 
requires a separate analysis. The outcome of careful distributary 
and minor management, coupled with warabandi below the outlet, 
can be a sharp reduction in total water requirement and a sharp 
increase in cropped area,  yields and returns to farmers  (Hassan 1981). 
Without questioning this figure, a note of caution is in order. There  
ax-e problems of measurement in detem.ining additional a rea  irrigated 
following a reform of this sort. It is possible that some fa rmers  who 
were previously getting water no longer do so. F o r  example, some 
farmers  a t  the tailends of outlets a t  the heads of the majors might 
receive l e s s  water, or-even not irrigate a t  all. However, even if 
there were instances of this, the overall benefits of this reform 
could hardly fail to remain substantial. The estimation of costs  
of new irrigation per hectare is complicated where dams a r e  also 
used for power, and a l l  figures should be treated with caution. 
However, the benefits achieved by the redistribution of water 
on this part of Nagarjunasagar a t  negligible cost can be compared 
with the costs of developing the same a rea  of new irrigation. 
The capital cost of 3,400 ha of new irrigation on the Srisailam 
Right Bank Canal to be constructed in Andhra Pradesh a t  about 
R s .  28,600 (UNIAS 1981) o r  $3,600 per hectare i s  over $12 
million; and if the higher figures cited by Levine and others 
(1980:97) of '$7,000 to $10,000 per hectare where storage is 
involved, the cost of 3,400. hectares of new irrigation becomes 
$2 4 million to $3 4.0 million. The comparison is not exact, 
but even if the capital costs were only one tenth of those 
estimated, interventions on existing canal s ys terns to increase 
the irrigated a r ea  would st i l l  be likely to appear dramatically 
cost-effective by comparison with the construction of new - 
- .  . 
major irrigation systems. 
A lternative methods of water distribution and methods 
of analysing and managing water on winors, distributaries and 
main systems a s  a whole, a r e  not a subject that ts widely studied, 
analysed, o r  taught, eith e r  in engineering o r  in economics. In 
Taiwan there is an institute se t  up to analyse, develop and teach 
methods of water rotation (Personal communication, Robert Wade). 
A nderson and Eiaass (197 1) have gone into these questions in detail, 
identifying many alternatives but in general the subject still seems 
a cinderella, a t  least for much third world irrigation. And even for 
the United States, a recent manual on C ~ e r a  tion and Maintenance of 
Irrigation and Drainage Systems published by the American Society 
of Civil Engineers (ASCE 1980) devotes only some 3 pages to the 
different methods of water delivery, and i ts  brief discussion of 
demand, continuous flow and rotational methods does little more 
than tantalise the reader. Nor does academic research appear to 
have been pointed in this direction: the abstracts of 216 post- 
graduate theses presented in 1970- 1975 in hydrology and related 
subjects a t  22 Institutes of 'I'echnology, Engineering Colleges, o r  
similar  institutions in India, do not include a single mentior, of 
1 
methods of distributing water on canal irrigation systems (INC 
for MP 1977). The subject is mentioned in.a leading textbook on 
Irrigation Engineering (Singh 1979: 169- 169) but the main professional 
concentration in the section on regulation and control of the canal 
system is on discharge measurement and the assessment of canal 
revenue. Two recent studies are, hopefully, precursors of much 
more description and analysis. Proposals for  the water distribution 
systems of the Mahanadi Canal System and Hasdeo Bango Project 
a r e  a r a r e  example of a presentation of alternatives for canal flow 
levels and methods of rotation (WA PCOS, New Delhi, n. d. 598-599). 
And a further treatment i s  in S. P. Malhotrar s forthcoming book on 
The Warabandi System and Its Infrastructure, especially the Chapter 
on "Distributary Design and Rotational ~unning".  
The impression remains that alternative methods of water 
distribution on main systems a r e  an  underdeveloped subject both 
internationally and in India. Niuch is learnt and known from hard 
experience, comnionsense and improvisation. But that learning 
does not appear to have been analysed comparatively for third world 
operating conditions and embodied in methods for identifying and 
choosing between alternatives. Is  it better on system X to rotate 
between outlets, between minors, o r  between distributaries? 
I I There  i s  one conceivable exception - Studies in the Regulation and 
Operation of the DVC" by R.M. De. This  was a flow regulation 
study but, the abstract gives no indication that alternative methods 
of distribution were considered. 
I s  it better to run a channel continuously at one-third capacity, for 
half the time a t  twothirds, or  for a third of the time a t  fu l l  capacity? 
What rotation intervals a r e  best in what circurns+~nces, with what 
mixes of what crops, and how should they be determined? What 
a re  the procedures for analysing the requirements of the outlets on 
a distributary, and then organising the water supply so that they a r e  
met? What data a r e  needed for such decisions, and how should such 
decisions be made? Economists, to my knowledge, have not yet 
turned their minds to critical questions like these. Engineers, 
who often face them, have not, to my knowledge, often seen these 
questions a s  major professional challenges; and if they have so 
seen them, they have not written about this much in professional 
journals. And yet on the manner in which these questions a re  
answered, channel by channel, depends whether millions of 
hectares will or  will not receive water, and whether that water 
will be received in a manner which permits and encourages farmers 
to improve distribution among themselves. 
A s irrigation engineers and agriculturalists alike know 
from hard experience, the questions a r e  not simple, and the possible 
solutions a r e  often numerous. It is not just a question of timing, 
quantity, continuous flow o r  rotation, and sequences of water issues. 
Optimal water supplies a re  tied in with cropping patterns, labour 
constraints, planting t ines ,  and rainfall probabilities. The questions 
a re  also political, since they can concern whether certain areas will 
o r  will not receive water, and how much they will get. The develop- 
ment and teaching of methods to determine and execute water distri- 
bution on main systems appears a major need. 
b. irrigation staff: motivation. management and behaviour 
Until the last few years, the proble=s, motivation and 
actions of irrigation staff were not a concern of social science 
research. Terms of service, transport, communications, financial 
regulations and the like have not appealed much to social scientists. 
But a number of studies1 have now illuminated some aspects of the 
work environment, incentive s and behaviour of irrigation engineers 
engaged on Cperation and Maintenance. The Jayaramans' study 
(1981) found from a survey of 289 irrigation engineers in Gujarat 
that they preferred construction and design to operation and main- 
tenance. The differences they affirmed were that compared with 
operation and maintenance, construction and design were 
Especially those of Bottrall, Jayaraman, and Wade. (see references 
in each case). Bottrall 1981c is a comprehensive review. 
- more for "hard" applied science people 
- offered more independence of action 
- were less monotonous and offered more variety of experience 
- carried better promotion prospects 
- involved less public relations 
- were less  vulnerable to transfers by dissatisfied politicians . 
One way of tackling these problems is through greater profes- 
sionalisation of irrigation management. It would be naive to suppose 
that this would directly or quickly confront the problem of transfers. 
But it is encouraging that the Jayaramansl study did not identify an 
objection to learning the multi-disc iplinary skills necessary for 
operation. Indeed, the multi-disciplinary and complex questions 
involved in irrigation management should make it professionally 
far more challenging than design and construction. It i s  more 
difficult to do well. The recommendation, often made, for an 
G and Ni cadre i s  one step. The development of simulation games 
for use in the training of irrigation managers is another. In the 
longer term, the content of training for the irrigation management 
cadre is critical. But a basic problem remains the system of 
sanctions through transfers which, while it persists, will inhibit 
irrigation staff from taking the unpopular measures which a re  
sometimes necessary and whi h may discourage able and committed 
staff from taking up G and Ni. F 
C-ne approach which has been proposed is the development 
and introduction of a management system- which is more concerned 
with outputs (area irrigated, yields) and which monitored these to 
indicate performance ( see Seckler 1981). It is also important that 
irrigation staff who take pains to control and operate canals more 
tightly should be recognised and rewarded, for they may be taking 
not only trouble but also risks. Part  of the social science contri- 
bution here can be to examine and describe the actual conditions 
and problems of those who work in irrigation bureaucracies. This 
applies not only to engineers but also to lower level staff like lascars. 
Is  there any description anywhere of a week in the life of a lascar? 
Yet unless the real  activities and relationships of staff and farmers 
at  the lower levels a r e  understood, measures to improve performance 
may well fall short of expectations. 
For further proposals see Jayaraman 1981. 
A cross and up from the Outlet 
The assumption so far  has been that there is an organisational 
break o r  boundary a t  the outlet, and that it is a t  the outlet that water 
passes from one jurisdiction - that of the irrigation bureaucracy, to 
another - that of the farmers. This is usually or  perhaps always the 
case with existing warabandi. But it i s  not inevitable, nor is the outlet 
always the boundary. Two examples have been reported which show a 
different pattern. Water distribution to the 18 villages on the 1645 ha 
under the Dusi-Mamandur tank in Tamil Nadu is controlled by an 
elected organisation with 54 representatives. The organisation, 
which is seeking registration under the Societies Registration A ct, 
has replaced an earlier Irrigation Panchayat Board which was 
performing unsatisfactorily. The new organisation makes itself 
responsible for ensuring water supplies into the tank (which entails, 
among other things, carrying labour by lorry to a point 15-20 km 
from the command), for maintenance of facilities, for water 
distribution, and for the settlement of disputes (Elumalai 1980). 
Similarly, an organisation for 550 farmers on three minors a t  
Alampur has elected a President to be responsible for the distri- 
bution of the 45 cusecs received by the area under command 
(Sitapathi Rao, n. d. ) . Such farmers1 organisations, extending 
above the outlet, may be both more common and more feasible 
than supposed, especially in South and Central India. 
This raises more pointedly the question of farmer 
organisation and representation above the outlet. Such representa- 
tion is increasingly proposed. Kathpalia (1980:41) has mentioned 
organising and training farmers not only for distributing water 
among themselves within the chak, but at  a later time to operate 
the minor as well. Jayaraman and Jayaraman (1981) have gone 
further and suggested a three-tier system with an outlet committee, 
a distributary committee, and an apex committee for a project a s  a 
whole. Such supra-outlet organisa tions o r  committees might 
simplify the work of irrigation staff in these ways: 
i. by appointing and paying staff to control and distribute 
water. This would make the equivalent of the lascar 
accountable to the irrigators a s  a whole. (Such a 
system is found within communals, for example with 
the neerthoddis of Tamil Nadu. It has also been found 
below the outlet on canal irrigation in Andhra Pradesh, 
where cases have been reported of common irrigators 
responsible for distributing water to the fields being 
dismiasscl for 'failure to do Lzir duty' (Wade 1979:20). 
In Korea, farmers nominate and pay for patrollers, 
and similarly can get them dismissed if their perform- 
ance is unsatisfactory (Wade f 981b)). 
ii. by handling conflict and disputes a t  the lower levels 
iii. by providing a sounding board and a means of communicatiori 
iv. by aggregating farmer interests and negotiating with other 
water groups, thus reducing political pressures on irriga- 
tion staff, and making it easier, through tailenders' 
pressures, to redis tribute water from headreaches to 
tailends. 
Such farmerst bodies would complement a shift from an 
upstream, supply approach to water distribution, to a downstream 
demand approach (Kathpalia 1380). There a r e  many questions involved 
in any such complete o r  partial reversal, and one may expect them to 
be on the agenda for action research for several decades. They include 
the communication upwards of local conditions and needs, and the speed 
and accuracy of response; the division of responsibility for maintenance; 
and the resolution of conflict and competition between segments of an 
irrigation system. At this stage, research could be useful on 
I I  
spontaneous" examples of farmer organisation above the outlet, 
coupled with monitoring and interpretation of experiences with 
committees o r  organisations which a r e  encouraged offici.ally a t  
minor level and above. One question is whether the conditions 
which favour spontaneous supra-outlet organisations exist, o r  
should be reproduced, on canal irrigation generally. There is  
here, perhaps, an irony. It may be easiest for such bodies to 
form and function where there is a clear collective interest in 
action to ensure their water supplies. If the Dusi-N-amandur 
organisation did not exist, the farmers in the 18 villages might 
not receive water, o r  might receive much less. But where there 
is a strictly managed and routinised system of water distribu.tion, 
a s  in Northwest India, the water arr ives  without such interventions. 
Niost farmers will only invest their time and energy in activities 
which they see make a difference to their benefits. To the extent 
that the future l ies with rigidly administered rotations to the outlet, 
a s  a t  present in the IYorthwest, supra-outlet committees may be 
difficult to sustain. However, the aggregation and articulation of 
farmers1 interests a t  different levels a r e  a necessary precondition 
for some of the redistribution of water that is  necessary. 
Practical Political Economy 
 his last statement can be understood from the point of 
view of practical political economy, from examining who gains and 
who loses. Political economy is sometimes treated a s  a moral 
subject; but it is  also practical. If changes in water distribution 
on canals mean that some have to lose, then political problems, 
requiring political solutions can be anticipated. 
This type of situation can be illustrated by a recent 
example, the introduction of IWM. in kharif 1980 on the Vantivelagala 
Distributary on the Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal in A ndhra Pradesh. 
Head reach farmers had been growing two crops of paddy a year 
on land which had been localised for one irrigated dry (i. e. non- 
paddy) crop. Tailend farmers, meanwhile, although they had been 
localised for paddy, were able to grow only an uncertain dry crop 
on less than the whole of their planned command area. Redistribu- 
tion of the available water to enable the tailenders to grow paddy meant 
that topenders had to lose. The result was country bombs, a meeting 
addressed by a senior political leader and the District Collector, the 
imprisonment of one leading protester, and finally success in the 
sense that a big increase in irrigated area could be reported 
(CA ED, A P 198 1). Such confrontations may sometimes be necessary, 
and can be overcome with political support. But the political support 
itself requires the aggregation and articulation of the interests of 
those (usually tailenders) who a r e  deprived. Cn the much larger 
scale of many canal systems the organisation of tailenders and 
political pressure and support from them may often be a necessary 
precondition for "stretching the membrane", for creating the induced 
shortages in the headreaches which a r e  needed for more productive 
and equitable distribution of water. 
We a r e  concerned here not with a search for once-for-all 
solutions, but for practicable sequences- of change over years and 
even decades, For early success with water redistribution on a 
large scale, it may be cost-effective in the short run to seek ways 
in which all  irrigators can gain, o r  in which losses can be minimised. 
A t  f irst  sight this looks improbable, since some have to get less  water 
so that others can get more. But it is not necessarily a zero sum 
situation. Head reaches a re  widely reported to be overirrigated. 
The familiar headreach syndrome starts with a new irrigation head- 
works and abundant water available before the tails of the canals a r e  
complete. Headreach farmers then receive more water than they 
can use, and either opt for paddy o r  a r e  forced to grow it, some- 
times in both kharif and rabi. There may, however, quite often be 
opportunities for them to gain from receiving less water if i t  is issued 
to them in a timely, and steadier and more predictable manner. Their 
benefits may include, for example: 
- reduced waterlogging and salinity 
- lower labour requirements for water control 
- the chance to grow more remunerative crops 
- higher returns from complementary inputs 
(fertilisers, pesticides etc. ) 
Here is perhaps the greatest and most exciting challenge for multi- 
disciplinary research: to appraise canal irrigation systems with the 
headreach syndrome and to work out, with farmers, whether there 
a r e  conditions in which with less water, distributed and delivered in 
a timely manner, and more steadily and predictably, farmers could 
be (and could consider themselves to be) better off. And then, i f  such 
ways a r e  found, to work out sequences of changes to achieve those 
conditions (Chambers 198 1). 
Such appraisal requires the combined efforts of key 
disciplines, for example agricultural economics (to assess the 
private profitability of alternative cropping patterns, their labour 
and management demands, etc. ), agronomy (to identify alternative 
cropping patterns under different water supply assumptions), 
agricultural economics (to assess  their private profitability, and 
labour and management demands), irrigation engineering (to assess  
the feasibility of different water supply regimes), agricultural 
engineering (to assess  the feasibility of water delivery from the 
outlet to the farm), and sociology and political ecofiomy (to assess  
the organisational and political feasibility of the change). Such 
appraisal invites the use and development of methods for the rapid 
and cost-effective understanding of farming systems and farm-level 
constraints (see, for example, Collinson 198 1 and Hildebrand 198 1). 
An early priority would seem to be to try out such methods of 
appraisal and identify how widespread the opportunities a r e  for all, 
o r  almost all, farmers to gain from redistribution, and then to test 
out and monitor such redistribution in practice. 
Concluding 
In conclusion, three themes from this paper can be highlighted: 
i. the need to ra ise  the professional status and satisfaction of irrigatiov 
sys tern managem-ent, especially water distribution. It is  a complex 
and challenging task, and deserves recognition, resources, and 
public rewards. 
ii. the need for interdisciplinary collaboration and thinking. One way 
forward lies through professionals in each discipline learning from 
others, not least social scientists learning from engineers and 
agronomists, s o  that each actor becomes a multi-disciplinarian. 
iii. the need for field research and comparative analysis. This should 
examine what'happens to water, and who gets what, when, how and 
why, and with what consequences; and investigate and compare 
relationships between the characteristics of outlet water supplies, 
the allocation of water within the chak, cropping patterns, chak or 
village organisa tion, and benefits and their distribution. 
Pursuit of these three themes can be only part  of any  strategy for 
achieving more of the potential of canal irrigation; but each has a 
strong contribution to make. 
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